
The FRT23+ customisation offers 
four possible surfacematerials. 
Traditional and tough CORDURA  
fabric made in Germany with           
PU-coating and VX-42 three layered  
Polyamid from the USA. 
X-PAC has a slighty harder stand 
than CORDURA and a white 
backing. Therefore CORDURA has 
a tougher outer surface.

SURFACE

The FRT23+ rucksack offers 
several zipperpockets. These can 
be equipped with different kind of 
pullers depending on the field of 
usage the pocket is needed or what 
kind of style is preferred.

PULLER 

The top closure of the FRT23+ 
is equipped with an expandable 
rolltop. To close the main panels 
there are four  push buttons and 
three  different kinds of fasteners 
combined with a 25mm polyamid 
strap to hold it in rolled position. 
Each closure offers slightly different 
functionalities besides a different 
appearance. The expandable  
volume is about 11 liters.

ROLLTOP

Each side of the FRT23+ offers the 
possible to attach a compression 
system. The compression system 
obtains the possiblity to compress 
the depth of the rucksack and it 
enables  the installation of trekking 
sticks, tripods etc. 
It minimizes the tension on the main 
zipper caused by heavy loads inside 
the backpack. Based on its position 
it offers a security from unwanted 
opening of the main compartment 
puller. 

COMPRESSION

There are two kinds of material 
choices for the lower frontpart. This 
part of the bag closes the open 
pocket behind the frontpocket. It 
can be used for flat equipment with 
a quick access possibility. The mesh 
option offers a better breathabilty for 
wet and light products. The closed 
version offers a better abrasion  
resistance, both outside and inside 
the pocket.

In case you choose the clean, non 
functional FRONTPART this section 
is of no interest for you.

LOWER FRONTPART 

One main functional part of the FRT 
23+is the frontpart. Besides the 
rolltop this part is another option to 
access the inside of the rucksack 
and can be equipped with four po-
cketstyles. All frontpockets offer dif-
ferent apperances and functions. 
The options Aquaguard Pocket,  
Covered Pocket and U-Form  
Pocket contain the possibility to sto-
re flat and light equipment between 
the actual  pocket and the outer 
layer of the rucksack. See  „Lower 
Frontpart“.  

FRONTPART

The construction of the FRT23+  
rucksack does not contain an actu-
al bottompart. Therefore the carried 
load in the main compartment  
moves towards the back of the 
user obtaining a better weight  
distribution. Furthermore this kind of 
construction offers the possibility to 
equipe this part of the back with six 
different functional components to 
choose from. 

FRONT/BOTTOM PART

Beside the clean option there are 
three different sidepockets to  
choose from. Furthermore each 
side of the rucksack can be equip-
ped seperatly if wanted. The zippers 
of the pockets are build towards the 
back of the user. On the one hand 
this secures the inside equipment 
from unwanted access on the other 
hand it is easier to reach inside the 
pocket by taking of one shoulder-
strap and pulling the rucksack to the 
front.

SIDEPART

By choosing the Aquaguard Pocket 
or Covered Pocket the backpanel of 
the FRT23+ is seperated from the 
main compartment. The outcome is 
an additional compartment suitable 
for Laptops up to 15 inch. 
The inside is padded if not menti-
oned otherwise on the order sheet. 
Every backpart contains a 1mm 
polyamid hardplate which can be 
removed via a construction zipper 
inside the main compartment.

The NO FUNCTIONAL PART is not 
a seperated, additional pocket. By 
choosing this option the additonal 
space adds up to the main compart-
ment.

BACKPART

YKK / CORD PULLER 
puller colour: black
cord:   polyester black/olive
specs:  5-9mm x 100mm 

YKK / AQUAGUARD 5C 
colour:  silver / black
specs:  flat construction 
  semi automatic 

ONLY WITH AQUAGUARD ZIPPER

YKK / STRAP PULLER 
puller colour: black
strap:   polyamid black
specs:  10mm x 100mm  
  covered knot
  polyester strap

YKK / LEATHER PULLER
puller colour: black
cord:   leather black 
specs:  10 - 12mm x 50mm

FRT23+ / FUNCTIONAL ROLLTOP 23L - CUSTOMISATION OPTIONS
The following sections show all possible customisation options for the FRT23+ rucksack. 
The first two sections show the choosable textiles and pullers you can add/choose for the different parts.
Please mark your choices on the seperate ordersheet and check twice.
If there are any questions, inconsistency or further special requirements please feel free to contact us. In case your selection seems oddly wild to us we will contact you. 

PICTURE
COMING SOON

CAMEREQUIPMENT INLAY
colour:  black
note:  velcro inlay for   
  camera ra equipment  
  equipped with dividing  
  walls.

SPIDER WEBBING FRONTPART
cord colour:  black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  additional elastic cord  
  and cordlock closure.  
  red accents

There are several extras to 
upgrade the FRT23+ rucksack. 
Please make sure you choose the 
right fasteners, pullers and surface / 
textiles suitable to your FRT design.

EXTRAS

INTERIOUR SLEEVE 
tex. colour: olive
note:  additional elastic   
  sleeve pocket inside  
  the main compartment
  >DinA4

LOOP
strap:   11 x 80mm / black
note:  additional loop at the  
  bottom/front to attach  
  tripods, trekking poles  
  etc.

STERNUM STRAP
strap:   25mm / black
note:  Additional chest strap  
  attachable to shoulder  
  strap.       
  FIDLOCK or    
  ITW fastener.

ABDOMINAL BELT
colour:  see surface 
note:  Additional abdominal  
  belt with two pockets.
  AQUAGUARD or   
  covered Zipper pocket
  FIDLOCK or ITW 
  fastener.

500 DEN CORDURA
colour:  olive/khaki RAL 7013
weight: 260 g/m²
specs:  Polyamid 6.6/560 dtex
  PU caoting

500 DEN CORDURA 
colour:  black
weight: 260 g/m²
specs:  Polyamid 6.6/560 dtex
  PU caoting
 

ITW NEXUS CLASSIC SR 
fastener:  polyamid / black 
strap:  25 x 700mm / black
tex. colour: see surface
material: polyamid 
  

FIDLOCK / magnetic 
fast. colour:  black 
strap:   25 x 700mm / black
tex. colour: see surface
material: polaymid / magnet 

G-HOOK
fast. colour:  black 
strap:  25 x 700mm / black
tex. colour: see surface
material: painted metal 

MESH COVER
mesh colour :  black
note:   Made out of   
   mesh material.

U-FORM POCKET
zip. colour:  black
tex. colour:  see surface
node:  U-form pocket   
  + small front pocket.
  volume: 4 l

MESH POCKET
mesh colour: black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  elastic cord and cord  
  lock closure
  volume: 4 l

TEXTILE COVER
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  surface material   
  equipped with eyelets 

COVERED POCKET
zip colour: black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  textile covered YKK   
  zipper pocket.
  volume: 4 l

AQUAGUARD POCKET
zip. colour:  black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  YKK aquaguard   
  zipper pocket.
  volume: 4 l

SPIDER WEBBING
cord colour:  black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  elastic cord and cord  
  lock closure.    
  red accents

G-HOOK 
fastener:  metal / black 
strap:   polyamid
  25 x 500mm / black
tex. colour: see surface
note:  red accents   
  fully detachable

ITW NEXUS CLASSIC SR
fastener:  POM / black 
strap:   polaymid
  20 x 500mm / black
tex. colour: see surface
note:  red accents

COVERED POCKET
zip colour: black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  textile covered YKK   
  zipper pocket.
  volume: 1,4 l

AQUAGUARD POCKET
zip. colour:  black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  YKK aquaguard   
  zipper pocket.
  volume: 1,4 l

AQUAGUARD POCKET
zip. colour:  black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  YKK aquaguard   
  zipper pocket.   
  holds 15‘ laptop 

MESH POCKET
mesh colour: black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  elastic cord and cord  
  lock closure
  holds 1,5l bottle

NO FUNCTIONAL PART
tex. colour: see surface 
note:  clean surface,   
  no functional pocket,
  space adds up to the  
  main compartment

AQUAGUARD POCKET
zip. colour:  black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  YKK aquaguard   
  zipper pocket.
  volume: 1,5 l

NO FUNCTIONAL PART
tex. colour: see surface 
note:  clean surface, no   
  functional pocket

COVERED POCKET
zip colour: black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  textile covered YKK   
  zipper pocket.
  volume: 1,5 l

INTERIOUR MESH POCKET
mesh colour: black
zip. colour: black
note:  additional zipper   
  mesh pocket on the  
  inside of the frontpart.

X-PAC VX 42
colour: white
weight: 263 g/m²
specs:  C6 DWR 420D Nylon 
  Black Polyester X-PLY 
  50D P. Taffeta backing

X-PAC VX 42
colour:  black
weight: 263 g/m²
specs:  C6 DWR 420D Nylon 
  Black Polyester X-PLY 
  50D P. Taffeta backing
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FRT23+ / BASIC FORM
Basic 23 liter Functional RollTop rucksack with no additional functional parts. 
Additional functional parts, pockets and equipment will add up to the basic appearance. 
Please choose from available parts of the shown selection and see the order sheet for further informations.

FIDLOCK 
fastener:  PA6 / black-silver 
strap:   polyamid
  25 x500mm / black
tex. colour: see surface
note:  red accents

PICTURE
COMING SOON
SAME FIDLOCK 
FASTENER AS ON 

ROLLTOP

NO FUNCTIONAL PART
tex. colour: see surface 
note:  No functional strap   
  and clean surface.

ITW NEXUS CLASSIC SR
fastener:  POM / black 
strap:   polaymid
  20 x 400mm / black
tex. colour: see surface
note:  red accents

G-HOOK
fastener:  metal / black 
strap:   polyamid
  25 x 400mm / black
tex. colour: see surface
note:  red accents

FIDLOCK 
fastener:  PA6 / black-silver 
strap:   polyamid
  15 x 400mm / black
tex. colour: see surface
note:  red accents

NO FUNCTIONAL PART
tex. colour: see surface 
note:  clean surface, no   
  functional pocket   
 

NO FUNCTIONAL PART
tex. colour: see surface 
note:  clean surface, no   
  functional pocket or   
  straps.

COVERED POCKET
zip colour: black
tex. colour:  see surface
note:  textile covered YKK   
  zipper pocket.
  holds 15‘ laptop  


